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Elisif the fair amorous adventures

Queen Consul (formerly)Jarl did not be confused with Elysif. With the passing of my dear husband, Torig, Jarrell's level-numbered position fell on me. Please direct questions to my steward. The fair's Ellips is The Jarrell of The Epigar and widow of supreme King Torygg, the last elected supreme king of
Skyrim before the Stormcloak Rebellion. While Elisif is the head of the court at her palace in solitude, most of her starving duties are handled by her steward, Falk Fairbird. Bulgier Braclaw serves as her home carla, while Breiling and Ercor serve as her own Methn. Elisif can be found in the Blue Palace
located in the solitude southeast. The palace is right in front of Dor Castle, the headquarters of the Imperial Military Forces in the Skiers. The background widowed Elisif's late husband, Torig. After Turrig's death, at the hands of Olafrik Stormklak, Elisif became the lonely Jarrell, and following her
assumption of power in solitude, Elisif would work closely with the Third Empire against Ulfirik Stormcalac and the Storm-Catalac Rebellion. The real reasons for Elisif's support for the Empire are controversial, but parties involved included the fact that her husband Torig served under the Emperor
(although Turrig's loyalty is controversial), and the fact that loneliness serves as the basis for imperial military power in skiers during the Storm Creek Uprising. The Empire, which controls the Torah, works closely with Jarrell Elif in its attempts to squash the Storm-Catalac rebellion. This imperial support,
coupled with Elif's marriage to the last Supreme King, makes Elisoff the most likely candidate for king if the Empire succeeds in ending the Storm Creek Rebellion. However, Elysif's inexperiity and absolute dependence on imperial support, especially when it comes to General Tullius, suggest that if she
becomes the Great Queen, Elisif will be under the control of the Empire. Political and religious views Stormcloak rebellion an outspoken supporter of the empire, Elisif is Jarl whose court opinions are to keep Skyrim as a province of tamriel's empire. Elizaf, who views the Stormlok rebellion as a scolding on
Skyrim's face, gives no explicit indication of dissatisfaction with the Empire. Talos worship religious opinions, Elisif declares that she does not worship Talos. However, she nonetheless asks Dragonburn to move the Turrig War Foundation to the Temple of Talos, so that her late husband may also hold the
tribute ceremonies he would have liked, The Supreme King Turrig would worship Talos. StormScaliac victory, Elif, at the end of the battle for solitude. If the Dragons side with the Stormcloaks during the Civil War, Elisif agrees to pledge allegiance to Stormcloak Ulfric with little resistance, but if she does so
out of Interest or militaristic coercion is not entirely clear. In any case, Ulfiric's choice for a gargoyle of several of his storms in solitude, following Stormlak's victory in the Battle of Solitude, suggests that Elysif will only act as the lonely Jarrell as much as Polfraik allows. Nor is she personally angry with
dragonborn, but regrets losing her claim to the throne. Elif's tribute elif interactions deposits dragonborn with the Torygg War Foundation and missions them to take it to a remote temple of Talos. Thann of Huffinger has room for another Thanh in court, but before Elizabeth can give Dragonbourne that title,
they must be known throughout possession. Elisif, once known among the People of the Epigar, will be able to proclaim the Dragon of Solitude. Handling the flames of Elif forbids the burning of King Olaf, a locally acclaimed festival that includes the burning of a doll, as her husband's death has left her
susceptible to this kind of public slander. Dragonborn is capable of persuading her to allow Hail College to hold this festival if The Dragonburn finds and returns the verse of King Olaf. This journey can be initiated by talking to Viarmo, the college's principal. Fit for Jarl Taarie, a tailor at Raiant Raiment in
Solitude, sends Dragonborn to Alizaf, sporting one of their many outfits. The dragon was born and rests on Elif's acceptance of the clothes. She gets the clothes well, and instructs Dragonburn to come back with promises to buy a few dresses from the hits in the future. Diplomatic immunity can be asked
for Elif to create a distraction if the man who cried wolf is already complete. She will accuse Razlan of violating her authority, believing that Dragonbourne sought the distraction as a joke to someone else. Chained to death Elif can be found attending the public reception of the wedding of Vittoria Vici and
Asgeir Snow-Shod at the Temple of The Divine in Solitude. Like the others, she will be horrified when Vittoria is murdered, but won't react like the Snow-Shods if Dragonborn is discovered or Veezara looks to deal with Vitoria's bodyguard Penitus Oculatus, choosing to flee instead. Dialogue if you have
business, please see Falk Fairbird, my steward. Why did Ulrik kill your husband? Because that's what treacherous cowards do when they desire power. Aldrick coveted the throne of the Supreme King. He thought he deserved it more than Torig. So he came before my husband and he... He was yelling.
With that horrible voice. Like something out of a fairy tale... Or a nightmare. When Opric unleashed such rage, my husband is... He just ceased to be. That's all I'm going to say, because it saddens me to talk about it. Are you the high queen of skyers? Not yet, no. While it is true that my husband Torig was
the Supreme King, and I am his widow... Now This is no time to claim such a title. This land is driven by war, and its people are suffering because of it. The Stormlooks are a malim on skyers, like any malach... Must cleanse. Only then will I take my legal place as high queen. Do you trust General Tullius?
Hmm. M... A question I know too much. One that my Metan often asks. They fear that Tullius is so focused on war that he risks forgetting what's best for our people. The real irony is that while General Tullius is certainly not Nord, skyers will be lost without him. Trust is always hard, especially for my
people. However, we must rely on Tullius' leadership. What other choice do we have? Do you need someone to check wolfscar cave? (Before starting the man who cried wolf) I think Poulek's on it. Elisif's gesture has something... Personal... I was hoping you'd do it for me. What can I do for you, Jarrell?
Falk told me what you did for us at Wolfswell Cave. He says you're someone we can trust. As you know the cult of Talos is outlawed in the Empire. When we buried my husband... Except For Tlus. I want you to take an item of his, a Warhorn delivered from his father, and to be lying it in the temple of
Talos. I would be honored to help. Thank you, thank you very much. It would mean a lot to me. I'm sorry, I can't right now. It's okay, it's okay. But call me back if you change your mind. You worship Talos? No, but my husband Torig would want a proper burial and such Nordics buried in skiers. After laying
the horn: I placed the horn in the temple. Falk said I could trust you. You have more than earned the right to purchase a property and take the next step to make a thyn. Talk to Falk when you have the money. And thank you. Storm-Scark victory May the nine blessings be with you. What do you think of
Ulrik? Ulrik coveted the throne of the Supreme King. He thought he deserved it more than Torig. Now Olefrik seems to have his wish. And there really is no justice in the world. So, you're still claiming to be the high queen of skyers? No, no, no, no, no, although it's true that my husband Torig was the
Supreme King and I am his widow, I'm not in a position to claim such a title. Ulfirik Stormcalac wins, and the Jarrell is lined up. Looks like I'll never take my rightful place as a high queen. Chained to the death by a marriage of love and political advantage. A rare thing indeed. Are you having fun? So far. I
just hope things stay calm. Wine gets drunk, temper flares up. It may be a joyous celebration, but it's overde shaded by a lot of animosity. Diplomatic immunity isn't something? Alnun really knows how to host a party! Jarl Elif, it's a pleasure to see you again. Why, thank you. You're very kind. I admit it, I'm
surprised. I'll see you here. Usually these parties are reserved for the Geyers and Skyr's business leaders. Alnun must be very fond of you. Are you here with one of the Jacks? Excuse me. You must have confused me to confuse someone else. I am Elisif, widow of Supreme King Torig and Jarrell of
solitude. Lucky for you, I have a forgiving nature and I'm not easy to insult. Enjoying the party? Very much so, yes. Alvaren's parties are always so elegant. She does have perfect taste. My only regret is that she doesn't host them more often. I need your help with something. I'm always happy to help a
friend if I can. What do you need? I need there to be a scene. Get everyone's attention for a few minutes. Oh, oh, oh, oh, so maybe not. I don't think the Jarrell of loneliness should be a participant in a childish prank. It doesn't matter. yes, it's probably not really the place for your little jokes. You'll be doing
me a great favor... I don't know. I'm sorry, but I really can't. I don't know. Come on, joke about your little joke. I don't know. It's been a pleasure, thank you. Boutia's suggestions this journey never takes place in the game, but the dialogue associated with it still exists within the creation kit. If Dragonburn
approaches Elif's room before talking to Falk Fairbird, she'll talk through the door: I don't take visitors. Please, just get out of here! Leave me alone! Get out of here! However, if the Dragonburn talks to Falk Fairbird, they will be taken with him to Elysif's room, where the next scene will take place outside her



room: Falk Fairbird: Elisif... Elisif The Fair: Come on. Far away. Please, please, please, please! Falk: I brought a friend. Someone who can help. Bodyguard. To protect you. Elisif: I thought you didn't believe I was in danger! Falk: It doesn't really matter what I believe, does it? I brought you someone who
can protect you. That's what you want, right? Elysif: (sounds of unlocking and squirting a door) Well, what are you waiting for?! After opening the door, Elisif rushed to shout, come in, come in! Close the door behind you! When dragonborn approaches her, she will say the following: I'm glad they finally
believed me. About the assassin I mean. It's been so hard since my Torig passed away. Nobody takes me seriously. So how does it work exactly? You're just standing there on the? That's what Bulgaier does. Well, he's kind of shinier than standing. Bulgier's loyal, but even he doesn't do what I ask. Right
case, this whole assassin thing. Well, at least I got you now. Look at me babbling... Well, I guess I'll go about my grumpy business here. You can stand there in the corner looking for assassins. After attacking Elisif, she will shout: Help! I don't know if I can make Bulgier Braclaw Elisoff: Dale, I have an idea
that might help bolster the morale of our people This request I think we're going to have a big parade, and let General Tullius Le march his troops from the Blue Palace to Dor Castle in all their testimony. Falk: What a good idea, my Jarrell. However, I suggest we wait until the war is over. After all, the
general needs his troops on the ground, fighting battles against the Storm-Clopacks. Bulgier: I must protest, my Jarrell. A parade would make you an easy target for a StormSac assassin. You're safer here at the palace. Elisif: Very good. I see you can't change your stubborn Nord minds. But when this
war wins, I will march! Yes, my Jarrell. Bolgier: We lost five more guards, my Jarrell. If General Tullius continues to mobilize our men and send them into battle, we have nothing left to protect the city. Elysif: Yes, I know. The general acted with my blessing. It's vital that we bring Aldrick to justice, but that
can't happen until his Storm Clack army is completely defeated. Bulgier: I told you that, didn't I? I swore an oath to protect you, my Jarrell, but I'm the last line of defense. The front row is the walls around this city and the people who patrol them. People I might add, we're missing expensive. Elisif: I am
aware of this, Bulgair, and I appreciate your dedication. However, if we lose the war, the guardians of loneliness won't change in the end. Bolgier: No disrespect to the general, but sometimes I wonder if he understands your interests. Either way, he's not going to turn me into an imperial soldier. I know my
place, and it's on your side. Elisif: It comforts me to know this, Bulgier. Brilling Elif: As you know, the coffers of loneliness are much depleted by the efforts of war. Than Erikur, you have a strong head for business. What are you suggesting? Ericur: This is an unfortunate but inevitable slump in revenue. But
as long as we continue to support the Empire, our victims will be well rewarded. Briling: Listen to you, speaking of sacrifice. You've never starved a day in your life, Ericur! Elisif: And what would my reckless Thyn Brealing offer, instead? Brealing: Simple. Let the Empire fight its own war, with its own funds,
and without hijacking our supplies and troops. Let Huffinger rebuild. Ericur: Ma'am... Surely you're not so naïve. Such stupidity will only leave us defenseless. The rebels would storm the palace this afternoon. Breiling: Storm Cloak is only rebelling because the Empire uses the Skiers as its own personal
caterpillar. The more they take, the more support the rebels earn! Elisif: That's more than enough. Maybe I'll raise these issues when I have a meeting with General Tullius. Breiling and Erikoor Elif: Thein Breiling, what do you have to report on the state of Hafinger's defenses? Billing: The news is the
same as it was until the end of the war, Your Majesty. Our borders are secure, but at the cost of Guarding our towns and roads. Ericur: I don't see any reason why we need them. As long as these dogs stay out of our borders, we're fine. Brealing: Storm-Cala are far from the only threat to possession. The
roads are blocked by bandits and animals... And now there's even talk of bloody dragons. Ericur: My dear Brealing. Anyone... Fancy and stupid... The good people of The Epigar must be capable of dealing with the strange road robbers or the stray dog. Billing: Trouble on the roads and cities means less
commerce. Less trading means less money and more hungry people. And that means more crime. Ericur: Hamp. It's just a problem for people who can't afford to hire their own security. Elisif: This may be our only answer. I'll authorize my steward to look for talented people to secure the Epigar. Thank
you, my Thans. Folk Firebird Elif: Dale Falk, I have a mission for you. I want to start storeing food and water in case we come under siege, and I want you to oversee this work personally. Falk: Wise course of action, my Jarrell. However, we do have little food or water to spare. Ericur: General Tullius will
never allow it. He was ordered to give all excess food to the war effort. General Tullius doesn't run this town, Thein Erikur. Or have you forgotten your pledge of allegiance? Ericur: I apologize, Jarrell Elif. All I could think about was the importance of the war effort. Elif: There's no need for an apology, and
you're right about the war. Maybe it's a better matter to discuss with the general in person. Falk: I'll make arrangements, my Jarl. Dale, when is my meeting to meet with General Tullius? There are some issues we have to talk about. I'm afraid he should have rescheduled, Your Majesty. By all accounts,
war takes its every moment. Elif: Again? He can't just cancel a meeting with Jarl! He serves in my capital! Falk: I'm afraid he can. His authority comes from the Emperor, who you also technically serve. Elif: He uses all of The Ffinger's resources, and doesn't answer me at all? That doesn't seem fair. Falk:
Fair is a word rarely applied in politics, by my grace. I'm afraid you must learn to accept it. Varnius Junius Varnius: I swear to you, unnatural magic comes from this cave! There are strange noises and lights! We need someone to investigate! Elysif: So immediately we will send the Legion to scour the cave
and secure the city. Hafienger's men will always be safe under his rule. Thank you, my Jarrell. Oh, thank you. Your Majesty, my bout offered nothing in the area. The Dragon Bridge is under imperial control. They're probably superstitious nonsense. Falk: Maybe more... Understated response... Can it be
called? Elif: Oh. yes, of course you're right. Falk, I don't know what to do. Captain Aldis, I said assign a few more troops to the Dragon Bridge. Thank you, Jarrell Elif. But about the cave... Falk: I'll have someone take care of the cave, too, And Renius, you can rest. You're dismissed. Quotes with the
passing of my dear husband, Torygg, Jarl's weighty stance fell to me. Please direct questions to my steward. Olfrey is a fool and a coward who innocently believes he can bring peace through warfare. It's kind of sad, really. Thanks to Ulrik's rebellion, countless innocent people cannot feed or dress their
families. It's tragically unacceptable. May the blessings of the eight be with you. You're going to be okay. Pray for solitude, and my husband. Have you tried the wine? It's better than anything in the Blue Palace. – During diplomatic immunity I can learn a lot from the people in this room. – During diplomatic
immunity I am here because it is required of me. But there's nothing to gain from talking to this killer. I'm afraid I don't hold out much hope for success. – During the end of the season when I married Torygg, he promised we would go to fancy parties just like this one. I wish he was here right now. – During
diplomatic immunity we have the most comprehensive confidence in you and Olfik's guide hands. – Stormcloaks control the loneliness of the emperor's dead cousin! This is a disaster! – After the murder of Vittoria Vicci bound to the death by all the gods, the groom was killed. At his wedding! I can only
think of my husband... – if Essguire Snow-Robbery is killed in a trivia tied to the death Elif is the only Jarl who sits properly on her throne; The other Jarls sit in a limp position with their heads resting on their hands. She usually sits with her arms crossed or on her lap.  If Elif is not instrumental through a
console and is killed, Ericur will replace her as Jarrell due to the script of Botha's unfinished quest that included Elif's assassination, and he has a dialogue with the player in the game files indicating a part of it. Also, Guardians of the Strong will mention her death in several cases: first Torygg and now
Elisif. To hell with Storm Creek. Let's hope Arikor get a better haircut than they did. We'll protect Ericur as best we can, but I'm afraid the throne of solitude is cursed. Whisper that one of the Dedric princes himself is behind Elif's murder. Even the nobility of forgetting seems to favor our cause. (Stormcloak
Allied Guards) Filthy Elisif got what she deserved. Let her serve as a high queen of the abyss, as much as I care. (Allied Guards Stormcloak) Elisif was voiced by Corey English. Elif is the only Imperial Jarrell to remain in power if the Storm-Calike family takes over its grip. Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Jarl's
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